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Jonah is visiting his dentist today. He is playing with the toys in the reception room.  
Dr. Pirnazar invites him to sit on his special bed-chair to count his teeth.



First, Dr. Pirnazar asks Jonah to choose a new toothbrush. Jonah decides to pick the 
blue toothbrush.



Dr. Pirnazar then asks Jonah to choose a toothpaste. Jonah picks the red toothpaste 
that tastes like watermelon.



Dr. Pirnazar shows Jonah his special toothbrush. Jonah can feel how it works on his 
finger. Since it tickles as it turns and cleans, Dr. Pirnazar calls it Mr. Tickles.



Jonah sits on the special bed-chair and goes for a ride as it goes up and down. It also 
lays back and becomes like a bed. That's why Dr. Pirnazar calls it a bed-chair!



Dr. Pirnazar shines the light on Jonah's mouth. Jonah helps Dr. Pirnazar count his 
teeth with the tiny mouth mirror. So far, Jonah has 16 out of his 20 baby teeth.



Dr. Pirnazar uses Mr. Tickles to clean Jonah's teeth. Mr. Tickles turns and tickles as it 
cleans Jonah's teeth. Jonah giggles.



Dr. Pirnazar will use his special water sprayer tol rinse off Jonah's teeth and a 
backwards-straw called "Mr. Thirsty" that will suck out the water and toothpaste.



Jonah looks at his teeth in the mirror and likes what he sees. His teeth are really white 
and shiny and they feel nice and clean.



In another room, Dr. Pirnazar shows Jonah his special red laser light that feels like a 
flash light. He will use it to check for any cavities, or small holes, on Jonah's teeth.



Dr. Pirnazar shines the red laser light on Jonah's teeth to check if there are any 
cavities. It only takes a few seconds and feels fine. Jonah has no cavities!



Dr. Pirnazar wants to take a picture of Jonah's teeth. He  puts on a special blanket on 
Jonah and asks him to open his mouth and gently bite on the digital x-ray film.



Dr. Pirnazar moves the camera closer and asks Jonah not to move for a couple of 
seconds. The camera beeps when it takes the picture.



Jonah shows Dr. Pirnazar how he brushes his teeth. Jonah is a great brusher!



Jonah has done a great job at his visit today. He gives Dr. Pirnazar a "high five," 
dental style.



Dr. Pirnazar puts Jonah's new toothbrush in a goody bag and tells Jonah that 
because he has been such a good helper, Jonah can go get a toy from the toy box.



Jonah has had his teeth checked, counted, and cleaned. He has a beautiful smile and 
a new toothbrush, a goody bag, and is now getting a toy. What a fun time he has had!






